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Stellingen

behorende bij het proefschrift

From the Grid to the Smart Grid,
Topologically

van

Giuliano Andrea Pagani

1. The increase of ICT in the power system will enable its evolution
to a modern 21st century infrastructure.

2. Renewable energies pose a challenge for the power system due
to its dependence on natural variability; smart grid is essential
for providing the needed flexibility.

3. Network science is a good tool for modeling and analyzing com-
plex systems possessing interconnectivity features. However, the
physical properties of the systems should not be neglected.

4. To enable more effective research, the energy utility companies
should be more open in sharing their data and information.

5. More dense and meshed networks are beneficial for the reduc-
tion of the cost of electricity distribution in an energy environ-
ment with decentralized generation.

6. Cabling costs are a key element in shaping the evolution of the
power grid infrastructure.

7. Prosumers will be key players in the future energy market, given
the ICT technologies available. It is up to the policy makers to
make it happen.

8. Too often there is a discrepancy between the prescription posed
by rules and procedures (editorial processes, funding evaluation,
etc.) and their actual professional implementation.

9. Some journals’ editors-in-chief are busier with political campaign-
ing than with guaranteeing a timely, consistent, and adequate re-
viewing process for their journal.


